Toeplitz operators on the Segal-Bargmann spaces of Gaussian measure squareintegrable entire functions on complex n-space C" are studied. The C*-algebra generated by the Weyl form of the canonical commutation relations consists precisely of the uniform limits of almost-periodic Toeplitz operators. The question of "which Toeplitz operators admit a symbol calculus module the compact operators" is raised and sufficient conditions are given for such a calculus. These conditions involve a notion of "slow oscillation at infinity." 4"
I. INTRODUCTION
An interesting connection between some particular Bergman-type spaces of analytic functions [2] and quantum mechanics was uncovered and explored by I. E. Segal and V. Bargmann in the early 1960s [ 1, 111 . On these spaces, with domain C", the Fock boson creation operators are represented as multiplications by linear functions of the independent complex variables, z,, j= 1, 2,..., n. This connection was called to our attention by William Arveson several years ago when he gave a talk on the role of unbounded Toeplitz operators in quantum mechanics.
Since 1960, the study of bounded Toeplitz operators on a variety of domains has been systematized. In view of this, we have revisited the Segal-Bargmann spaces in order to clarify two questions:
(1) What is the structure of the algebras of bounded Toeplitz operators on these spaces? (2) What is the relation between bounded Toeplitz operators and the Weyl operators of boson quantum mechanics?
Because the Segal-Bargmann function spaces consist of entire functions, there are no non-constant bounded analytic Toeplitz operators and, hence, Wiener-Hopf factorization techniques are not available. Nevertheless, we have been able to make reasonable progress on (1) and to settle (2) .
To describe our results more specifically, we require some notation. We consider the space C" of n complex variables with z = (z,, z2,..., z,) and IzI2= lz,12+ lz,12+ ... + Iz,, I*. If dv is the usual Euclidean volume measure on C" = R2n, we consider the measure dp = (2~)~" e-'@:* dv(z) on C" and form the usual L2-space, L2(c", dp). We let P denote the orthogonal projection from L2(C", dp) onto the subspace H*(C", dp) consisting of entire functions. For 4 measurable on C", the Toeplitz operator T, is defined by Tcjf = P(U)
for f in H2(C", dp) with & in L*(c", dp). Let L"(C") be the algebra of essentially bounded measurable functions on C". For A a subalgebra of L"(C"), we denote by z(A) the C*-algebra generated by {T,: q5 E A f. Let CCR(Cn) be the unique C*-algebra generated by the Weyl operators of the canonical commutation relations over C" [3] . Let AP(C") be the closed subalgebra of L" (c") consisting of almost-periodic functions on c" = R2". It is known [l] that the operators { eiTwi,r): w E cn} generate CCR(Cn) (here Wz = W,zl + W,z, + ... + u',,z,). In Section 5, we establish the Basic Identities.
For w, v in C", Te,Re,n;, = e 1~ 12/4eiT~e,w T e~~e~~~z~ T+(cz, = eW"i2Tf,Re;Ic + il Ii
From the first identity, it follows that t{AP(C")} = CCR(Cn). This settles Question (2) above. Since CCR(Cn) is simple [3 3, there is no chance for the usual sort of symbol calculus on z{AP(c")}.
For functions which oscillate less rapidly at infinity than erRe(M'ZJ there is still a chance of a symbol calculus for the associated Toeplitz algebra. Considering the case n = 1, we prove, in Section 4, that if Q in L"(C) is "slowly varying at infinity" then T5 T4 -T,, is a compact operator for all 5 in L"(C). It follows that the C*-algebra generated by all T4 with 4 and $ "slowly varying at infinity" has a symbol calculus and we can understand the structure of this subalgebra of z{ L"(C) > reasonable well.
There are still many gaps in our understanding of 5{Loo(Cn)}. We list some open problems in Section 7. We believe that the algebra Z{ Lm(c")} is sufficiently interesting to justify further research.
2. THE SEGAL-BARGMANN SPACE H2(Cn,dp)
In this section, we discuss a special Hilbert space of entire functions and its relation to the Fock boson space F+(P) and to L'(R", dv). This material is largely expository and has been pieced together from [ 1, 31. For technical convenience, we have slightly modified the Gaussian measure used in [l] .
For z = (z,, z2 ,..., z,), w= (w,, w2 ,..., w,) in C", we write Z= (z~, 2, ,..., 2,) for 2, the usual conjugate in C, 1z12= Iz, 12+ lz,l'+ ... + lz,12, and zw=z,w,+z,w,+ ... + z, w,. For k = (k,, k, ,..., k,) an n-tuple of nonnegative integers, we write
All Hilbert spaces are vector spaces over the complex numbers, C. For the coordinates zj of C" we write zj = xj + iy, for xj, yj real (R, the real numbers).
On C" we take the Gaussian measure (suppressing n)
where dv(z) is ordinary Euclidean volume on C" = R'". On R, we write du = dx. As usual, L'(c", dp) is the Hilbert space with inner product (f, g > = j". . . j-f(z) g(z) dcLb)> of p square-integrable complex-valued functions. We denote by H'(C", dp) the closed subspace of L'(c", dp) consisting of entire functions. An orthonormal basis for H'(C", dp) consists of the functions
Since point-evaluation at 2 in c" is a bounded linear functional on H2(C", dp), we have reproducing kernels k,(z) = ,Tz12 in H2(C", dp) so that for all g in H2(Cn, dp)
The spaces H2(Cn, &) were introduced by Segal and studied by Bargmann [ 11. Clearly, H2(C", &) contains, as a dense subspace, the set 9 of all polynomials in the {z,}. The multiplicativity of &(z) induces a natural isometry H2( C", dp) N H2( c, Lip) @ . . . 0 H2( c, d/L).
The analogous result for L2(R", du) is also standard: yields the existence of an isometry S from F+(C") onto L2(R", du) so that The foregoing is a sketch of the representation of the CCRs described in [ 1 ] and is summarized by PROPOSITION 1. The map B 0 S from F+(C") onto H'(C", dp) induces a unitary equivalence B 0 Sa*,(e,)(B 0 S)-'=L TZ, 3 on the dense subspace 9'.
We now define the Toeplitz operators T4 on H2(Cn, dp). Let P denote the orthogonal projection operator from L*(C", dp) onto H2(C", dp). For d measurable on c" and q5f in L2(c", dp) for a dense set off in H2(C", dp), we define the (possibly unbounded) Toeplitz operator T4 by T,f=P(Qlf) for f in (f E H'(C", dp): cjf E L2(C", dp)}. It is easy to check that T4 is always closed and T$c T$. Moreover, T+ is bounded if I$ is essentially bounded, in which case It is also easy to check for a in C and 4, r in Lm( C') that T, + t = T, + T,, Tar = MT++, and TJ = TF. Note that the domains of TZ,, Ti, contain .9' as a common dense subspace. Note further, by direct calculation, that on 9. We can now state, in somewhat simpler terms, a major identity of [l] which will be useful. We denote by k",(z) the normalized kernel function at 2 Ej~tz) = eW -lV12/4~
We also write tl for the translation operator on H2(C", dp) PROPOSITION H2(C", dp) via B 0 S as the F-algebra generated by (e'cwz~l: 2 E C"}.
As observed in [ 11, the Fock "number of particles" operator N, is given in the H2(Cn, d,u) representation by
This is the well-known Euler operator. We also have the identity ; T,;,z=nZ+ i z 2. ,=, 'azj
The operator SN, S ' is the Hamiltonian of the quantum-mechanical harmonic oscillator (after changing units to set Planck's constant, the mass, and the spring constant equal to one). It is given by =f(-A+M,,:-nl) on L'(R", du), where A is the Laplacian. The time evolution operator of SN + S-' takes a particularly simple form on H2( C", till) [ 11: where (R,g)(z) = g(e"z) for t in R.
TOEPLITZ OPERATORS ON H2(C",&)
We now begin the analysis of Toeplitz operators and C*-algebras generated by Toeplitz operators on H2(Cn, &). The situation resembles the study of Toeplitz operators on the Bergman space of the polydisc [4, 51. Here, significant new difficulties occur for n = 1 because of the unboundedness of the domain.
Let L"(C") denote the algebra of essentially bounded measurable functions on c" (& and du give the same such functions). Clearly, Lm(C") is contained in L2(c", dp). For 4 in L"(C"), it was noted earlier that T, is bounded. It is easy to check that the converse is false (for n = 1, take 4(z) = l/a).
For A a subalgebra of Lm(C"), we will be concerned with the C*-algebra z(A) generated by { T,: q5 E A }.
We first establish a result which, in more standard contexts, is a triviality. Proof. That 4 = 0 implies T, = 0 is trivial. For the converse, we need to know that the polynomials in zj, Zk are dense in L2(C", dp). This follows from the fact that the Hermite functions {H,(x) e ~ X2'23 form a basis for L'(R, dx) as discussed in Section 2. Now, for T4 = 0 we have
for all multi-indices j, k and it follows that d = 0 a.e.
Next, we prove, for completeness, a result known to W. Arveson and his student, J. Spielberg (unpublished). THEOREM 5. If I$ in Loc(C") has compact support, then T4 is a compact operator.
Proof: Let ek = (21kNk!) P1/2 zk for multi-index k. Since 4 is essentially bounded, with compact support, it is clear that there are positive constants K, a so that l@(z)1 <'K a.e. and d(z) =0 for all z with (z( > a. By direct calculation,
It follows that (a*P)
Hence, by a standard argument, T6 is compact [lo] .
We denote the full algebra of compact operators by 3" on any Hilbert space. We shall see presently that 3' is contained in z { L"( C")}.
A slight strenghtening of Theorem 5 is easy and will be of some use. For 4 in L"(P), we write M, for the operator "multiplication by 6' on L2( C", d/A).
COROLLARY. If 4 is in L"(c") and has compact support, then M,P is in X.
ProoJ By a standard argument, it suffices to show that (Mm P)*(M, P) is in X.
and, since q5 has compact support, 141' has compact support. It follows from Theorem 5 that T,,,z is in X and so PM,,,zP must also be in X. For @{t(A)} the closed two-sided ideal generated by all commutators ([X, Y] = XY-YX) of operators in T(A), we are interested in identifying $A)/%{z(A)} and in establishing a "functional calculus" for Toeplitz operators in s(A). This seems to be a rather difficult problem and we will only be able to settle it in special cases. The bulk of the calculations from now on will be done in the case n = 1. We will return later to the general case. 4. TOEPLITZ OPERATORS ON H*(C,dp)
We write L" = L"(C) and A= (6 SEA} for A any subset of L". To give a general context to our discussion of "functional calculus" for Toeplitz operators, we first define some "natural" subalgebras and subspaces of L". It is easy to check that r is a uniformly closed subalgebra of L" while B is a norm-closed conjugate closed linear subspace of L". Let C be the smallest norm-closed and conjugate-closed subalgebra of L" which contains r. Let Q = Tn i7 LEMMA 1. B is a C-module (C ' B c B).
Proof
Clearly, C is the closure (in the essential supremum norm) of sums c;= 1 +jE,, with dj, tj in r. Thus, it s&ices to check for q5, 4 in r that q&fb is in B for any b in B. In turn, it suffices to check that rb is in B and db is in B for all b in B. These inclusions follow from the identities PM,P= PM,{(I-P)+ P} MhP
LEMMA 2. For t~5 in r and 5 in L", we have
T&T,-Tmt~XX.
Proof: The second inclusion follows from the first by taking adjoints. The first inclusion follows from the identity PM,,P= PM,(P+ (I-P)} M,P =(PM,P)(PM,P)+PM,{(Z-P)M,P).
Remark. The identity
together with Lemma 2, shows that Q is the largest conjugate-closed subalgebra of L" for which r(Q) has a "symbol calculus" mod Xx.
We now consider an explicit non-trivial example of a function in Q. Of course, for any q3 in L" with compact support, 4 is in Q by the Corollary to Theorem 5. In fact, such q4 are in Q n B since T+ is in X. Let (r, 0) be the polar coordinates of the point z = (x, y) =x + iy in C = R2. As usual, r(z) = IzI and z = r(z) eis('). The function eis(') is continuous on C\ (0) with modulus one.
LEMMA 3. We have eis E Q and X c Z(Q).
We use the standard fact that X is in X if and only if X*X is in 37. For X= (Z-P) M,oP, we have by direct calculation with (ek : k 2 0} the basis for H2(C, dp) discussed earlier X*Xe,=(l-a:)e,, It follows, as before, that ePiH is in f so that e"is in Q. Next, we consider the matrix form of T,,s. Direct calculation shows, for c(~ as above, that Hence, T,o is a "weighted shift" with all weights non-zero. It follows easily that TeLo is irreducible. Since Q n B contains all q5 in L" with compact support (by the Corollary to Theorem 5) and since T4 = 0 implies 4 = 0 a.e. (by Theorem 4), we now see that r(Q) is an irreducible C*-algebra containing a non-zero compact operator. It follows [6] that X c r(Q).
Remark. For U, ek = ek + i, k 3 0, the "unilateral shift" on the basis {ek: k 3 01, it is immediate that U, is in r(Q) and T,,o -U, is in X. Moreover, it follows immediately from Lemmas 2 and 3 that U*, T,U, -T, is in X for all qS in L".
We can now prove a structure theorem for Z(Q).
THEOREM 6. The map q4 -+ T, induces a *-isomorphism z(Q)lx = Q/Q n B.
Proof: By Lemma 1, Q n B is a closed, conjugate-closed ideal in Q. By Lemma 3, X is a closed minimal two-sided ideal in r(Q) (minimality follows from standard facts about X [6] ). Let n be the usual quotient homomorphism from r(Q) onto r(Q)/X. Using Lemma 2, it is easy to check that the map 4 + rt(T,) is a *-homomorphism from Q onto r(Q)/X. It only remains to check the kernel of this homomorphism. Clearly, rc(T,) = 0 if and only if T+ is in X. Thus, the kernel of $ + rr( T,) is precisely Q n B.
COROLLARY. @$Q)> =X-X.
Proof: By Theorem 6, z(Q)/X is abelian. It follows that all [X, Y] are in X and so U{ r{ Q)> c X. Minimality of X then implies equality.
LetL,"={dELCO:4h as compact support}. So far, we know that L," c Q n B and L," u {eie} c Q. Next, we consider another interesting subset of Q. We turn our attention to the radial functions
We write r = t(r) for t in L," .
Remark. L,,y is not a subset of Q. In particular, it is easy to check that T,,J E X so err E B. If eirz were in Q (or even in C) then, by Lemma 1, e PirZeirZ = 1 E B and this is impossible. It follows from Theorem 4 that the moments {sk(d)} completely determine $. Clearly, Isk( < 11#11 iu. In fact, more is generally true. Proof. By Lemma 3 and the remark following it, we see that U*, T, U, -T, is compact for 4 in L,". The desired result is immediate.
We write BC = BC(C) for the bounded continuous functions on C and BC,=BCnL,". DEFINITION 3. For 6 in BC,, we say q5 is eventually slowly varying (deBC,ESV) if for all E >O, L>O there is an N= N(E, L)>O so that I@(r) -q5(r')j <E whenever Ir -r'l <L and r, r' > N.
It is easy to check that BC,ESV is a closed, conjugate-closed subalgebra of BC,. Our next objective is to prove that BC,ESV c Q. We need two lemmas of some independent interest. Recall that s 00 The left-hand side can now be estimated, using previously mentioned integral identities and Stirling's formula with error term. The details are tedious, but routine. Proof: Since BC,ESV is conjugate-closed, it suffices to prove that BC,ESV c IY As before, it is enough to prove for X = (I-P) M, P and 4 in BC,ESV that X*X is compact. Direct calculation shows that so that Remark. It is easy to check that eiUrcE BC,ESV c Q for real a and 0 < E < 1. On the other hand, eiar is not in Q unless a = 0. This is because, by direct calculation, is in X, which, if einr were in f, would contradict Lemma 2 for a # 0.
The following result exhibits the relationship between 4(a) and T4 for q4 in BC,ESV. THEOREM 
For 4 in BC,ESV, d(A)
-Tm is in 2". ProoJ This is a simple computation using Definition 3 and Lemma 5. We have seen that Q is reasonable large. We write ESV(r, 0) for the closed, conjugate-closed subalgebra of L" generated by {BC,ESV, ei"}. By Lemma 3 and Theorem 8, ESV(r, (3) c Q. We denote the closure of Lp by cl(Lp"). where diag{e,} is the set of operators which are diagonal in the basis {ek}.
Proof: This is easy to check using the proof of Lemma 3 and the ensuing Remark. In particular, X c z{ESV(r, 0)} and U, E z{ESV(r, 0)}. In fact, r{ESV(r, 0)} is generated by z{BC,ESV} and U, . (L,") .
The next series of lemmas may be of some independent interest. These lemmas will be used to show that Q n LT is "not much bigger" than BC,ESV.
Let
be the usual convolution on R. Let (tbg)(x) = g(x -6). For 4 in L"(R) and G(x) = (l/J;;) e-X2 we define $= G*4 and then obtain and IlfllZ,,~ I~f,s,>.+~12-l~f'~~~or+B12~~~.
Next define e, = kfgdlg,+g~ll;ip. The last statement is equivalent to T, ~ 6 belonging to A'" and so 4 -4 is in Q n B.
T{L~(C")} AND CCR(Cn)
Recall the discussion in Section 2, where the Weyl algebra CCR(Cn) was represented on H2(Cn, dp) as the C*-algebra generated by Proof: We use the fact that, for the reproducing kernels k,(z) = e"", ( Xkl, k, ) = 0 for all A, p in C" implies X= 0. We also use Proposition 2 of Section 2, which states that eiTR+) = E_ j,(z) tmi,,,, where E,(z) = e"'* ~ M"~ and (t,f)(z) =f(z -A). Thus, we have and the first identity follows at once. The second identity, a version of the usual CCR commutation relations, can be established by using the first identity and Proposition 2 of Section 2. In particular, we have T e,Re,uzj Te,Reccl, = e ~ (lH'l* + i"12)/4E -jJZ) tL,J-,,(z) t-, 12 . r(AP(c")} = CCR(C").
Proof: Immediate from the Basic Identities, the representation of CCR(Cn) discussed in Section 2, and the fact that AP(C") is exactly the closure in L"(C") of the linear combinations of characters eiRetw').
Recall that V{r(A)} is the commutator ideal of r(A). As easy consequences of Theorem 12, we have COROLLARY 1. %?{r(AP(C"))} = r(AP(c")).
Proof: This is immediate from the fact that CCR(Cn) is simple [3]. COROLLARY 2. %'{z(L"(C"))}=z(Lm(C")).
Proof: Since Z is in %?{r(AP(C"))}, it is clear that I is in V{r(L"(C"))}.
Remark. The fact that r(AP(C")) is simple causes a striking difference between Toeplitz operators in this setting and classical Toeplitz operators on the unit circle. In fact, for T the unit-circle and r(Ln;( T)) the C*-algebra generated by all bounded Toeplitz operators on the usual Hardy space H*(T, de), the result of Douglas [7] that
implies that r(L"( T)) contains no simple unital C*-subalgebra and, moreover, %{r(A)} #r(A) for A any unital subalgebra of L"(T). Let E{ &> be the space of states (positive linear functionals o with 11011 = 1) of the C*-algebra &. E(&} is given the usual weak* topology. It follows easily from the Basic Identities that {T,:#inAP(C")} is a dense subset of CCR(C")=r{AP(C")i.
For o in E{CCR(C")}, we define ci, by for all q5 in AP(C"). Let j(o) = d. The state space E{AP( Cn) > consists precisely of the probability measures on the Bohr compactilication of C" = R2". For a in C", defines an element of E{AP(C")}. THEOREM 13. The map j(o) = 15 is a homeomorphism from E{ CCR( c")} into E{AP(C")}\{G,: QE C"}.
Proof Since the map q4 -+ T4 is positive and norm-decreasing with T, = Z, it follows that ci, = j(o) is in E{AP(C")}. The fact that j is continuous follows directly from the definition of 6. The density of {T,: q4 in AP(C")} in CCR(Cn) implies immediately that j is l-l and the fact that E{ CCR( C") } is compact Hausdorff then implies that j is a homeomorphism. It remains to check the range of j. It follows from the Basic Identities that &(e iReCAr)) = e-142140(ei*n~~~z))~ Now eiTRe(ti) is unitary so l4e i*wr))I < 1 and I%e WM)l < e-l42/4, On the other hand, for a in C"
The desired result follows.
Remarks. It would be interesting to determine the range of j more precisely. The fact that 11 T,w~III = e+12 '4 shows that the map 4 + T, is not bounded from below even though it is l-l. 6 . THE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR ON H2(C",dp)
In this section, we return to the discussion at the end of Section 2. We wish to briefly indicate the role of the reproducing kernels k,(z) in the transition from the quantum mechanics of the harmonic oscillator to the classical harmonic oscillator. Specifically, we will reinterpret a special case of the general result of Hepp [9) in the context of H'(C", dp).
We note first that the "coherent states," which play a major role in quantum mechanics (see [9] for a discussion and other references), take a very simple form in the Segal-Bargmann representation. On H*(C", dp), these states are precisely and, by Proposition 2 of Section 2, we have .gi~W~)l = K ~ .&), WECn, where if, is the normalized reproducing kernel discussed earlier.
After setting Planck's constant equal to one, as in Section 2, the quantum-mechanical position and momentum operators become, in the Segal-Bargmann representation [ 1 ] qj = T, Pj = -Ty, on Zf2(C", dp). We recall, from Section 2, that the time-evolution operator for the harmonic oscillator is just R ~ t, where (M-)(z) =f(e"z).
Using the fact that R,T,,R-,=ei'Tz, on 9, it is now easy to check that THEOREM 14. The functions satisfy the differential equations qi( t)' = pi(t), dj( t)' = -qj( t) with initial values qj(0) =x,(A), pj(0) = -yj(A).
Proox Recall that xj = (z, + 2,)/2, y, = (z,-Z,)/2i. The argument is direct after remembering that Remark. Theorem 14 is the trivial case of the remarkable work of Hepp [9] . The main point of this example is that forming expectations with the states E, gives all possible initial conditions for the classical equations of decoupled harmonic oscillators. In general, Planck's constant h must be brought into the discussion since the classical equations are only recovered as h + 0 for more general potentials.
PROBLEMS AND REMARKS
We begin by listing several questions left unsettled in Section 4. PROBLEM 1. How large is Q n B? PROBLEM 2. Is Q generated by ESV(r, 0) and Lp3? We also have PROBLEM 3. Characterize those subalgebras A of L"(C) where wm z 64). As noted in Section 5, if AP(C) is contained in A then '%{$A)} = r(A). Is this the determining condition?
Finally, we note that, for rc: z(L"(C)) +5(Lm)/X the quotient homomorphism, it follows from Lemma 2 in Section 4 that rr{r(Q)} is in the center of n{ z(L" )}. The localization technique of Douglas [7] applied to rc( T,,o) yields THEOREM 15. Given 4 in L"(C), suppose for each w in C with 1 WI = 1 there is a d, with T,W Fredholm and 4 = I$~ a.e. on some sector {z: lz/lzl -WI <E(W)} (e(w)>O). Then T, is Fredholm.
